LAKE TAHOE SECCHI DEPTH ANNUAL AVERAGES, FUTURE TMDL GOALS, AND SELECT HISTORIC EVENTS, 1968-PRESENT

Clarity Goal: 97.4 Feet by 2076

- 1968: Sewage exported out of the Tahoe basin to Nevada.
- 1973: LTRA Signed by President
- 1978: Executive Order 13057 Signed & EIP Launched
- 1983: TRPA Established by bi-state compact
- 1988: Bi-State TMDL Approved by US EPA
- 1993: SNPLMA started funding Lake Tahoe
- 1998: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2003: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2008: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2013: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2018: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2023: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2028: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2033: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2038: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2043: Ban on new subdivisions
- 2048: Ban on new subdivisions

Clarity Challenge Goals:
- 71' by 2016
- 78' by 2026
- 97.4 ' by 2076